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A multi-disciplinary, interactive review of the legal liability, practice risks
and indemnity issues facing all doctors who treat and report on

professional sportspeople in hospital & club settings.
The seminar will be followed by refreshments.
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Neil Redman - Director SEMPRIS

Neil Redman is the founding Director of SEMPRIS and Managing Director of Health
Partners Europe Ltd - medical advisers to the Premier League & ECB and leading
providers of consultancy and medical support services to professional sport. With over
30 years’ experience of managing and developing risk solutions across healthcare
and insurance, Neil has unrivalled understanding and experience of the indemnity and
associated legal issues that surround the delivery of medical services to professional
and elite sport.

Peter Brownson - DM, FRCS (Ed), FRCS (Tr & Orth) (UK)

Peter is recognised for his expertise in arthroscopic shoulder surgery and is regularly
invited to lectuire and carry out live surgical demonstrations at courses across Europe
and the United States. He is the Upper Limb Surgeon to Liverpool Football Club and
in addition treats players from 7 other Premiership Football Clubs. Peter studied at
Liverpool University where he qualified in 1986 (MBChB) and was elected a Fellow of
the Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh in 1991. He subsequently undertook a
period of orthopaedic research at Nottingham University that included impact
biomechanics as applied to aircraft passenger safety. It culminated in the submission
of his doctoral thesis and the award of a DM. Peter completed his time at Nottingham
as the Shoulder Fellow in the Nottingham Shoulder & Elbow Unit. In 1998, Peter was
appointed as Consultant Orthopaedic Surgeon in Liverpool and in 2012 was elected
a member of Council for The British Elbow & Shoulder Society. He will become
President of the Society in 2017.

Mary O’Rourke QC - Old Square Chambers

With a special interest in Sports Medicine, Mary is one of the country’s most respected
and sought-after specialists in professional discipline, clinical negligence and
employment law. Her first professional involvement with sports medicine cases was
Brady v Sunderland AFC back in 1996/7 and since then has been involved in WBA v
El Safty (2006) and Appleton v El Safty (2007) (for the surgeon). In 2009/10 she
represented the “Bloodgate” doctor (successfully) before the ERC disciplinary and
appeal panels and ultimately the GMC. Mary was instructed to defend an FA
Cardiologist in the Radwan Hamed vs Spurs case and most recently acted for Dr Eva
Carneiro in her claim for constructive dismissal against Chelsea Football Club and
sexual discrimination against its former manager José Mourinho. She is passionate
about her sports and is a season ticket holder at Manchester United and identifies as
a career highlight cross-examining “Fergie” in the Appleton case.

Majid Hassan - Partner, Clinical Law Team, Capsticks

Majid handles a range of high value medical malpractice claims for medical malpractice
insurers, including multi-party actions. In addition to his litigateion work, Majid lectures
to clients and national conferences on risk management and improving safety in
medicine. He has obtained accreditation from the Institute of Risk Management and is
involved in a number of patient safety research projects. He is recognised as a leader
in his field in both Chambers and Partners and Legal 500.

Mark Gillett - MSc (SEM), FRCS, FCEM, FFSEM (UK & Eire)

Mark is a leading authority and Consultant in Sports Medicine and a Founding Fellow
of the Faculty of Sports & Exercise Medicine in the UK. From 2003-2008 he worked
for the English Institute of Sport as a Sports Physician in the West Midlands. In 2008
he became first team doctor at Chelsea FC before moving to WBA FC as Head of
Medical Services in 2010. In 2012, he was part of Team GB at the London Olympics
as Chief Medical Officer to the men’s and women’s basketball squads. His current
positions include Director of Performance at WBA FC, Head of Athletic Performance
at British Basketball, Head of Premier League Doctors Group and SEM Training
Program Director, W. Midlands Deanery.
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